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1. Listen and choose the correct word. 

Tom, 11 years old 

He makes his bed/breakfast every morning. After breakfast/dinner, he cleans the kitchen/table and 

does the washing up. Sometimes he takes the dog for a walk/to a park. At weekends, he often 

cleans/tidies his bedroom. He mops/vacuums the floor and he takes the rubbish out. He doesn’t 

like/likes doing the washing up. But he likes helping his dad/mum with the cooking! In 

spring/summer he helps his dad wash the car.  

 

2. Fill in the missing words: do, feed, flowers, garden, hangs, kitchen, makes, mops, 
unloads. Then listen and check. 

Jane, 10 years old  

She likes helping in the __________. She often __________ her snacks to school. She doesn’t 

__________ the washing up because they have a dishwasher. She __________ the dishwasher when 

the dishes are clean. Sometimes she loads the washing machine and then __________ the clothes 

out. It’s also her job to __________ the cat. At weekends she __________ the floor. In summer she 

helps in the __________. She loves watering __________. 

 

3. Who does the job? Listen/read and fill in T (Tom) or J (Jane). 

a. ____ cleans the table. e. ____ takes the dog for a walk. 

b. ____ does the washing up. f. ____ hangs the clothes out. 

c. ____ unloads the dishwasher. g. ____ takes the rubbish out.  

d. ____ mops the floor. h. ____ helps in the garden.   

 

4. He or his? She or her? Fill in the correct form. 

Tom makes _______ bed. _______ often cleans _______ bedroom. He likes helping _______ mum. 

Jane often makes _______ snacks to school. It’s _______ job to feed the cat. At weekends _______ 

mops the floor.  _______ loves watering flowers. 
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SOLUTIONS 
 

1. Listen and choose the correct word. 

Tom is 11 years old  

He makes his bed/breakfast every morning. After breakfast/dinner, he cleans the kitchen/table and 

does the washing up. Sometimes he takes the dog for a walk/to a park. At weekends, he often 

cleans/tidies his bedroom. He mops/vacuums the floor and he takes the rubbish out. He doesn’t 

like/likes doing the washing up. But he likes helping his dad/mum with the cooking! In 

spring/summer he helps his dad wash the car.  

 

2. Fill in the missing words: do, feed, flowers, garden, hangs, kitchen, makes, mops, 
unloads. Then listen and check. 

Jane, 10 years old  

She likes helping in the kitchen. She often makes her snacks to school. She doesn’t do the washing 

up because they have a dishwasher. She unloads the dishwasher when the dishes are clean. 

Sometimes she loads the washing machine and then hangs the clothes out. It’s also her job to feed 

the cat. At weekends she mops the floor. In summer she helps in the garden. She loves watering 

flowers. 

 

3. Who does the job? Listen/read and fill in T (Tom) or J (Jane). 

a. T cleans the table. e. T takes the dog for a walk. 

b. T does the washing up. f. J hangs the clothes out.  

c. J unloads the dishwasher. g. T takes the rubbish out.  

d. J mops the floor. h. J helps in the garden.  

  

4. He or his? She or her? Fill in the correct form. 

Tom makes his bed. He often cleans his bedroom. He likes helping his mum. Jane often makes her 

snacks to school. It’s her job to feed the cat. At weekends she mops the floor. She loves watering 

flowers. 


